Get on the fast track to productivity with your AT&T Enhanced Push-to-Talk Service

Time is money, and with an increasingly mobilized workforce, time waiting to connect people, information and resources wastes money. Communications has to happen fast to keep things moving efficiently and is a key driver of productivity.

Having the right mobile communications network and infrastructure in place in today’s fast-paced business environment is critical for connecting your employees, applications and business processes with fast and reliable access virtually anytime and anywhere.

You need accessories for your AT&T Enhanced Push-to-Talk devices that work in highly demanding environments, where communication is mission critical. They need to work first time, every time, with no fuss.

We offer a variety of PTT accessories for several AT&T devices. These accessories are grouped by Device compatibility:

Call CNM today at 1-800-736-4242 or visit nonstockenhancedptt.com!
Sonim USB Car Charger

Product Features
• Output: 5V – 1000 mAh
• Compatible with most 12/24 V DC outlets
• Engineered for rapid charge of Sonim high capacity batteries
• Durable and compact design – custom 3.5 mm jack
• Includes a 4 mm thick extendable coiled cord for maximum reach (up to 10 feet / 350 cm)

MSRP $29.99

Sonim USB Wall Charger

Product Features
• Compatible with most North American AC outlets
• Engineered for a rapid charge of Sonim high capacity batteries
• Durable and compact design – custom 3.5 mm jack
• Includes a 43 inch / 110 cm durable cord for maximum reach

MSRP $24.99

Sonim USB Data Cable

Product Features
• 43 inch / 110 cm long cord for maximum reach
• 3 mm thick cord for strength and durability
• Proprietary 2.5 mm jack for waterproof connection
• Multi-purpose: connect to a computer to share data, charge a Sonim phone

MSRP $14.99

Sonim Replacement Battery (1950mAh)

Product Features
• Voltage: 3.7 V
• Capacity: 1950 mAh
• High Performance
• Up to 12 hrs. talk or 875 hrs. standby time

MSRP $49.00

AdvanceTec Dual Bay Battery Charger Adapter Plate for Sonim

Product Features
• For use with the AdvanceTec 12 Bay Sonim Battery Charger

MSRP $210.00
Sonim XP5560 Bolt & NC Compatible

AdvanceTec 12 Bay Battery Charging Station for Sonim
MSRP $499.00

Product Features
• Designed to support the SONIM phone batteries on the XP1300 / 3300 / 3340 / 3410 / 5520 / & 5560 series phones
• Top LED (for TOP BATTERY) and Bottom LED (for BOTTOM BATTERY) blinks RED in Stand-By mode waiting for battery insertion and switches to Blinking GREEN when battery inserted
• LED turns to solid GREEN when battery is fully charged

Klein FuelPad 6 Bay Valor RSM Battery Charger
MSRP $139.95

Product Features
• Multi-Battery Rapid-Rate Charger for Valor RSM batteries, for Sonim, iOS, and Android
• Radio & Battery Charger Desktop Organizer Station
• Charges multiple batteries at the same time
• Only charges Klein Valor RSM batteries

AdvanceTec 64 Bay Charging Tower for Sonim
MSRP $10,000.00

Product Features
• Charge up to 64 phones at the same time
• LED indicators will let you know which phones are being charged and which are ready to go
• Will charge the phone battery as per phone specifications
• Fits into a standard 19” rack system.
• Durable design for longer life

AdvanceTec 6 Bay Drop In Phone Charger for Sonim
MSRP $499.00

Product Features
• 6 charging stations that operate independently of each other
• Rapid, simultaneous charging, can be charged anytime
• Snap phone into phone adapter plate to charge via charging contacts built into the replacement phone battery cover supplied with charger
• Use as desktop or wall mount
• LED indicators give battery charging status

AdvanceTec 6 Custom Battery Covers for 6 Bay Drop In Charger for Sonim
MSRP $50.00

Product Features
• 6 custom battery covers with exposed charging contacts supplied by AdvanceTec for convenient, automatic charging
• To be used with the AdvanceTec Sonim 6 bay Drop In Phone Charger
Sonim XP5560 Bolt & NC Compatible

AdvanceTec 6 Phone Drop In Case Charger for Sonim  
**MSRP $1500.00**

**Product Features**
- Rugged protective case made of lightweight rugged HPX® Resin with double layered soft grip handles and double pad lockable clasps
- Can be connected to a suitable Solar Power Panel
- Powered of 12-24 VDC with in-vehicle power cable supplied or 100-240 VAC optional extra power supply available

AdvanceTec 12 Battery Case Charger for Sonim  
**MSRP $1500.00**

**Product Features**
- The SONIM Case Charger by AdvanceTec is a versatile and robust 12 Bay charger fitted into a waterproof, dustproof and crush proof carrying case
- It is ideal to meet any emergency situation requiring battery charging needs on the go
- It can be powered off of a 12-24 volt power point of the vehicle or 110-240 VAC power supply with an optional extra power supply

AdvanceTec The AdvanceRSM Single Bay Charger  
**MSRP $100.00**

**Product Features**
- Multicolor LED battery indicator
- Supports home/office desktop (AC) or in-vehicle use (DC)

AdvanceTec The AdvanceRSM 4 Bay Charger  
**MSRP $350.00**

**Product Features**
- Charges up to 4 RSMs at one time
- Multicolor LED battery indicator
- Supports home/office desktop (AC) or in-vehicle use (DC)

Klein FuelPad-12 Multi-Bay Charging Station  
**MSRP $179.00**

**Product Features**
- Charge up to 12 of the same or different models of cellular phones, all on this single, easy to use charging station
- Weighs less than 4 pounds
- Use your current charger for your phone, plug it into the built-in power-strips on the underside of the charger. Run the tip of your charging cable up through the available slots on the to, plug them into your cellular phones, and set each phone in its station.
- The 3 charger strips underneath are connected to a single, industrial grade power cable, which allows you to use only one single wall plug, for all 12 cellular phones
Sonim Rugged PTT Bluetooth Headset

**Product Features**
- Ultra-rugged and ergonomic design
- Supports Push-to-Talk and full duplex voice calls
- Ergonomic ear hook for best right/left ear fit
- IP-55 – water and dust resistant
- High quality – loud audio – max” 100dB distortion below 5%
- Active noise-cancelling DSP
- Up to 8 hrs. of talk time - 200 hrs. of standby time
- Multi-color LED status indicator – voice prompts
- Large PTT button for use with gloves

MSRP $149.99

Sonim Wired Headset (Non-PTT)

**Product Features**
- 3.5 mm connection
- Stereo for high quality calls and music performance
- Inline microphone with embedded answer/end button
- Compatible with Sonim’s active wind and noise reduction
- Three-sized noise isolating ear buds for best fit and comfort

MSRP $24.99

Sonim Wired PTT Headset

**Product Features**
- Supports PTT and full duplex voice calls
- IP-67-submersible to 3.5 feet / 1 meter for 30 min – impervious to micro particles
- Fitted 3-tier earplug for excellent comfort and noise isolation
- Ergonomic ear hook for best right/left ear fit
- Phone tether and coiled cable for added ease of movement and security
- Professional-grade hardware and large multi-function button for ease of use with gloves

MSRP $49.99

Milicom Single Ear & Side PTT Headset for Sonim

**Product Features**
- Lightweight Commercial PTT Headset for Sonim Phones
- Single & Side PTT
- Exclusive smartphone-like inline PTT button
- PTT button housing for use on hip or in pocket

MSRP $119.99
Milicom Y Single Ear, Remote & Side PTT Headset for Sonim  
**MSRP $124.99**

**Product Features**
- Patented In-Ear Microphone Captures speech patterns in the ear canal to deliver clear sound
- Patented SPEAR Speech Capture System
- Whisper Capability, even in noise!
- Patented in-ear mic deliver superior voice quality and whisper capability in all weather and noise conditions
- Superior Noise Isolation ensures clear sound and protects hearing
- Y Design accommodates all uniform configurations
- Foam and Silicon Ear Tip styles for best performance in all settings
- Includes variety of ear tip sizes to ensure best fit

Milicom Y 2-in1 Single Ear, Remote 2-button & Side PTT Headset for Sonim  
**MSRP $134.99**

**Product Features**
- Remote 2-Button Control for Answer/End and PTT
- Advanced Design Switches to In Ear Mic when needed
- Additional Milicom Belt Housing PTT for Flexible Use
- Superior Noise Isolation ensures clear sound and protects hearing
- Y Design accommodates all uniform configurations
- Foam and Silicon Ear Tip styles for best performance in all settings
- Includes variety of ear tip sizes to ensure best fit

Milicom Dual Ear & Side PTT Headset for Sonim  
**MSRP $144.99**

**Product Features**
- Lightweight Commercial PTT Headset for Sonim Phones
- Dual Ear, Side PTT
- Exclusive smartphone-like inline PTT button
- PTT button housing for use on hip or in pocket

Milicom Dual Ear, Side & Finger PTT Headset for Sonim  
**MSRP $149.99**

**Product Features**
- Lightweight Commercial PTT Headset for Sonim Phones
- Dual Ear, Side & Finger PTT
- Exclusive smartphone-like inline PTT button
- PTT button housing for use on hip or in pocket
- Finger PTT button for stealth use in hand
**Klein Patriot Pro PTT Earpiece for Sonim**

**Product Features**
- Professional Armature style speaker produces very high volume and call clarity, making it ideal for high noise areas
- Ruggedized PTT button, noise-cancelling microphone, and heavy duty cabling make this the highest quality and most durable PTT earpiece available for Sonim phones

**MSRP $88.95**

**Klein Signal Pro PTT Earpiece for Sonim**

**Product Features**
- Professional Armature style speaker produces industry best call clarity and volume output; ideal for high noise areas
- Split-wire design includes durable microphone/PTT button housing with swivel steel clothing clip
- Clear acoustic tube is low-profile; can be worn in either ear
- This PTT earpiece compatible only with Sonim phones

**MSRP $53.95**

**Sonim Rugged Pouch**

**Product Features**
- Very secure and heavy duty belt clip with a 180 degree rotation to insert/remove the pouch
- Includes both metal belt clip and ballistic nylon belt loop attachments
- Magnet lock flap and snap buttons for adjustability to several phone sizes and positions
- Made of ballistic nylon with 1 mm stainless steel hardware with rust guard
- Fits Sonim XP5560, NC, IS, XP1520 & the Sonim XP5

**MSRP $39.99**

**Sonim Plastic Belt Clip**

**Product Features**
- Custom designed for best grip and access to key phone functions
- 360 degree swivel function
- Durable material optimized to provide the perfect balance between rigidity and flexibility
- Very user friendly

**MSRP $24.99**

**Sonim USB – 3.5 MM Adapter**

**Product Features**
- Unique Sonim durable and compact design
- Enable the connections of a standard micro USB cable to the proprietary waterproof 3.5 mm USB port of Sonim handsets
- Reliable and user friendly

**MSRP $14.99**
Sonim XP5560 Bolt & NC Compatible

Sonim USB Data Cable

Product Features
- 43 inch / 110 cm long cord for maximum reach
- 3 mm thick cord for strength and durability
- Proprietary 2.5 mm jack for waterproof connection
- Multi-purpose: connect to a computer to share data, charge a Sonim phone

Sonim XPand Loud Speaker

Product Features
- Tested and proven rugged (Sonim RPS certified)
- Extra Loud – Max volume: 100 +/-3 dB at 4 inches / 20 cm – below 5% distortion at 1 kHz frequency
- Built into the battery cover – tightly secured to the back of the handset
- Drop resistant – sustains a 6.5 foot drop on concrete from all angles
- Water and dustproof – IP-68 – Full water submersible down to 6.5 feet / 2 meters for 30 min

Sonim XPand Near Field Communications (NFC) Module

Product Features
- Delivers online field record and alert management
- Streamlines enterprise management operations
- Class tag reading at a distance of up to 1.6 inches / 4 cm
- Read/Write all NFC Forum certified tag types
- Read metallic tags on both metallic and non-metallic surfaces
- Water and dustproof – IP-68 – Fully water submersible down to 6.5 ft. / 2 meters for 30 minutes

Sonim Screwdriver

Product Features
- Unique Sonim durable and compact design
- Used to unscrew bolts on the battery cover of Sonim devices
- Features keychain hole for ease of transport and access
- Compatible with all Sonim feature phone handsets

AdvanceTec AdvanceCommunicator Desktop Console for Sonim

Product Features
- Converts the SONIM Enhanced Push-to-Talk (PTT) phone into a convenient stand-alone Desktop base station handset
- A built-in rapid charger ensures that the docked phone is ready for use when removed from the docking cradle
- Incoming or outgoing PTT or cellular communications can be recorded onto an external recording device or computer via the 3.5mm socket on the back of the unit

Sonim XP5560 Bolt & NC Compatible

Sonim XPand Loud Speaker

Product Features
- Tested and proven rugged (Sonim RPS certified)
- Extra Loud – Max volume: 100 +/-3 dB at 4 inches / 20 cm – below 5% distortion at 1 kHz frequency
- Built into the battery cover – tightly secured to the back of the handset
- Drop resistant – sustains a 6.5 foot drop on concrete from all angles
- Water and dustproof – IP-68 – Full water submersible down to 6.5 feet / 2 meters for 30 min

Sonim XPand Near Field Communications (NFC) Module

Product Features
- Delivers online field record and alert management
- Streamlines enterprise management operations
- Class tag reading at a distance of up to 1.6 inches / 4 cm
- Read/Write all NFC Forum certified tag types
- Read metallic tags on both metallic and non-metallic surfaces
- Water and dustproof – IP-68 – Fully water submersible down to 6.5 ft. / 2 meters for 30 minutes

Sonim Screwdriver

Product Features
- Unique Sonim durable and compact design
- Used to unscrew bolts on the battery cover of Sonim devices
- Features keychain hole for ease of transport and access
- Compatible with all Sonim feature phone handsets

AdvanceTec AdvanceCommunicator Desktop Console for Sonim

Product Features
- Converts the SONIM Enhanced Push-to-Talk (PTT) phone into a convenient stand-alone Desktop base station handset
- A built-in rapid charger ensures that the docked phone is ready for use when removed from the docking cradle
- Incoming or outgoing PTT or cellular communications can be recorded onto an external recording device or computer via the 3.5mm socket on the back of the unit

Sonim XP5560 Bolt & NC Compatible

Sonim USB Data Cable

Product Features
- 43 inch / 110 cm long cord for maximum reach
- 3 mm thick cord for strength and durability
- Proprietary 2.5 mm jack for waterproof connection
- Multi-purpose: connect to a computer to share data, charge a Sonim phone

Sonim XPand Loud Speaker

Product Features
- Tested and proven rugged (Sonim RPS certified)
- Extra Loud – Max volume: 100 +/-3 dB at 4 inches / 20 cm – below 5% distortion at 1 kHz frequency
- Built into the battery cover – tightly secured to the back of the handset
- Drop resistant – sustains a 6.5 foot drop on concrete from all angles
- Water and dustproof – IP-68 – Full water submersible down to 6.5 feet / 2 meters for 30 min

Sonim XPand Near Field Communications (NFC) Module

Product Features
- Delivers online field record and alert management
- Streamlines enterprise management operations
- Class tag reading at a distance of up to 1.6 inches / 4 cm
- Read/Write all NFC Forum certified tag types
- Read metallic tags on both metallic and non-metallic surfaces
- Water and dustproof – IP-68 – Fully water submersible down to 6.5 ft. / 2 meters for 30 minutes

Sonim Screwdriver

Product Features
- Unique Sonim durable and compact design
- Used to unscrew bolts on the battery cover of Sonim devices
- Features keychain hole for ease of transport and access
- Compatible with all Sonim feature phone handsets

AdvanceTec AdvanceCommunicator Desktop Console for Sonim

Product Features
- Converts the SONIM Enhanced Push-to-Talk (PTT) phone into a convenient stand-alone Desktop base station handset
- A built-in rapid charger ensures that the docked phone is ready for use when removed from the docking cradle
- Incoming or outgoing PTT or cellular communications can be recorded onto an external recording device or computer via the 3.5mm socket on the back of the unit

Sonim XP5560 Bolt & NC Compatible

Sonim USB Data Cable

Product Features
- 43 inch / 110 cm long cord for maximum reach
- 3 mm thick cord for strength and durability
- Proprietary 2.5 mm jack for waterproof connection
- Multi-purpose: connect to a computer to share data, charge a Sonim phone

Sonim XPand Loud Speaker

Product Features
- Tested and proven rugged (Sonim RPS certified)
- Extra Loud – Max volume: 100 +/-3 dB at 4 inches / 20 cm – below 5% distortion at 1 kHz frequency
- Built into the battery cover – tightly secured to the back of the handset
- Drop resistant – sustains a 6.5 foot drop on concrete from all angles
- Water and dustproof – IP-68 – Full water submersible down to 6.5 feet / 2 meters for 30 min

Sonim XPand Near Field Communications (NFC) Module

Product Features
- Delivers online field record and alert management
- Streamlines enterprise management operations
- Class tag reading at a distance of up to 1.6 inches / 4 cm
- Read/Write all NFC Forum certified tag types
- Read metallic tags on both metallic and non-metallic surfaces
- Water and dustproof – IP-68 – Fully water submersible down to 6.5 ft. / 2 meters for 30 minutes

Sonim Screwdriver

Product Features
- Unique Sonim durable and compact design
- Used to unscrew bolts on the battery cover of Sonim devices
- Features keychain hole for ease of transport and access
- Compatible with all Sonim feature phone handsets

AdvanceTec AdvanceCommunicator Desktop Console for Sonim

Product Features
- Converts the SONIM Enhanced Push-to-Talk (PTT) phone into a convenient stand-alone Desktop base station handset
- A built-in rapid charger ensures that the docked phone is ready for use when removed from the docking cradle
- Incoming or outgoing PTT or cellular communications can be recorded onto an external recording device or computer via the 3.5mm socket on the back of the unit
Sonim Rugged Bluetooth Remote Speaker Mic (RSM)  
**MSRP $199.99**

**Product Features**
- Ultra-rugged and ergonomic design
- IP-55 – water and dust resistant
- Support Push to Talk and full duplex voice calls
- High quality max: 97 dB at 8 in / 20 cm – distortion below 5%
- Noise suppression DSP
- Up to 20 hrs. of talk time or 200 hrs. standby time
- Multi-color LED status indicator
- Large Push to Talk button for use with gloves
- Professional grade 360 degree rotating clip

Klein Valor Wired Remote Speaker Microphone (RSM) for Sonim  
**MSRP $134.95**

**Product Features**
- Built-in amplifier for ultra-high audio output
- 1100mAh built-in rechargeable Lithium Ion battery
- Front facing and side-bar PTT buttons
- Top and bottom listen only audio ports with camlock design
- Rubber overmolded housing for superior grip and protection
- Heavy duty metal clothing clip swivels

Klein FuelPad 6 Bay Valor RSM Battery Charger  
**MSRP $139.95**

**Product Features**
- Multi-Battery Rapid-Rate Charger for Valor RSM batteries, for Sonim, iOS, and Android
- Radio & Battery Charger Desktop Organizer Station
- Charges multiple batteries at the same time
- Only charges Klein Valor RSM batteries

AdvanceTec Wired Remote Speaker Mic (RSM) for Sonim  
**MSRP $140.00**

**Product Features**
- Designed for use with the SONIM Push-to-Talk (PTT) handset providing amplified audio in transmission and reception through the remote speaker/microphone
- It includes an independent control module with an internal rechargeable Lithium Ion battery which powers the RSM without any drain on the handset battery

AdvanceTec The AdvanceRSM Single Bay Charger  
**MSRP $100.00**

**Product Features**
- Multicolor LED battery indicator
- Supports home/office desktop (AC) or in-vehicle use (DC)
Remote Speaker Microphones (RSM)

1-800-736-4242

Sonim XP5560 Bolt & NC Compatible

AdvanceTec The AdvanceRSM
MSRP $140.00

Product Features
- 360 degree rotatable clip to affix it to the lapel straps or jackets
- Push-to-talk over cellular functionality
- Large, easy-to-access PTT button
- Micro USB compatible charging
- 3.5mm audio socket for wired ear piece for privacy communications
- Multicolor LED battery indicator
- Supports home/office desktop (AC) or in-vehicle use (DC)

AdvanceTec AdvanceRSM 4 Bay Charger
MSRP $350.00

Product Features
- Charges up to 4 RSMs at one time
- Multicolor LED battery indicator
- Supports home/office desktop (AC) or in-vehicle use (DC)

AdvanceTec In-Vehicle Privacy Handset with Cradle
MSRP $99.00

Product Features
- Designed for use with any AdvanceTec in-vehicle hands-free communications devices.
- Can be used anywhere in the vehicle.
- Provides clear and private communication.
- Can be used with cellular and PTT calls.
- Guide LEDs on the cradle for ease of use in the dark.

AdvanceTec Hands-Free Car Kit with Lock for Sonim
MSRP $318.00

Product Features
- Provides a safer and convenient use of the SONIM phone with AT&T in both Cellular and Enhanced Push-to-Talk (PTT) modes while driving with lock to hold in place
- Kit includes:
  - Junction box/brain box
  - 10 Watt External Speaker
  - Remote PTT button
  - Noise Canceling Visor Microphone
  - All necessary required cabling

AdvanceTec Hands-Free Car Kit for Sonim
MSRP $288.00

Product Features
- Provides a safer and convenient use of the SONIM phone with AT&T in both Cellular and Enhanced Push-to-Talk (PTT) modes while driving
- Kit includes:
  - Junction box/brain box
  - 10 Watt External Speaker
  - Remote PTT button
  - Noise Canceling Visor Microphone
  - All necessary required cabling
Sonim Passive Car Cradle with Mount

**Product Features**
- Designed for on-the-go, heavy duty use of your Sonim phone in your car, truck, van, or bus
- Made in the USA using a tough metal alloy that is designed not to bend or crack, even in the harshest of environments
- Ergonomic design allows you to easily remove or secure your Sonim device one-handed

GPS Lockbox Sonim Slide Mount Kit

**Product Features**
- Includes a commercial grade holder which allows the user to slide the Sonim telephone easily in and out of the holder
- The kit includes the slide mount a 2.1 Milliamp wiring harness, a SUB charging connector and an installation kit
- The kit ensures the user compliant with FMCSA 35-11 the federal distracted driving law
- The Klein RSM can be used in conjunction with the slide mount for an enhanced hands free experience

GPS Lockbox Kit For Sonim

**Product Features**
- Includes a commercial grade holder which has a locking top so the telephone can be permanently installed into a vehicle
- The kit includes a GPS open faced Lockbox, a 2.1 Milliamp wiring harness, a USB charging connector, a 6 inch mounting post, and an installation kit
- The kit ensures the user is compliant with FMSC 35-11 the federal distracted driving law
- The Klein RSM can be used in conjunction with The GPS Lockbox for an enhanced hands free experience

AdvanceTec In-Vehicle EPTT Foot Pedal

**Product Features**
- Designed to be used with AdvanceTec Enhanced Push to Talk (EPTT) hands-free vehicle kits to enable EPTT with the tap of the foot
- It can be securely mounted to the flooring of the vehicle

GPS Lockbox Kit For Sonim

**Product Features**
- Designed to be used with AdvanceTec Enhanced Push to Talk (EPTT) hands-free vehicle kits to enable EPTT with the tap of the foot
- It can be securely mounted to the flooring of the vehicle
Carcomm CMPC-800 Mobile Smartphone Cradle DeLuxe Set for Sonim

**Product Features**
- Custom made for the Sonim Rugged Smartphones which ensures a perfect and secure fit
- The cradle has a cigarette lighter adapter and an integrated charger, this allows a plug & play as well as a hard-wired installation
- This version includes all accessories to mount the cradle on the windscreen or dashboard and accessories for a hard wired installation: Cradle, Window Mount, Suction Cup, Surface Cleaner, Swivel Mount, In-line Fuse, Screw Sets, Quick-Guide

Carcomm CPPH-800 Passive Smartphone Holder Series with Rotating Swivel for Sonim

**Product Features**
- The passive cradle securely holds your smartphone in place
- The high quality materials offer protection for your device while you are driving so you can keep your focus on the road
- Permanently mounts to the dashboard or other flat surface
Sonim XP5560 IS Compatible

**Sonim Rugged C-C5560 IS Remote Speaker Mic (RSM)**

**Product Features**
- Intrinsically Safe (IS) certified: Class I,II,III Division 1 A-G T4
- Integrated call management button including PTT/accept/reject/end functions
- Mil-Spec 810G certified – 5.25 ft. / 1.55 meter drop test
- IP-67 certified – Fully water submersible down to 3.25 feet / 1 meter for 30 minutes
- Max volume up to 97 +/- 4 dB at 4 inches/10cm – ease of communication in loud environments
- Three days of battery life
- Compatible with 4-pole military grade headsets
- Integrated stress relief coil and phone tether

**MSRP $499.99**

**Sonim N-H IS Over-the-Head Hearing Protection Headset**

**Product Features**
- Intrinsically Safe (IS) certified: Class I,II,III Division 1 A-G T4
- Integrated call management button including PTT/accept/reject/end functions
- Mil-Spec 810 G certified – 5.25 ft./1.55 m drop test
- Water and dustproof
- Max volume up to 97 +/- 3 dB - Distortion below 5% at 1kHz Noise cancelling boom microphone
- Passive noise cancelling headset (up to 30dB of reduction)
- Integrated stress relief coil and phone tether

**MSRP $499.99**

**Sonim IS Safety Box Data Cable**

**Product Features**
- 43 inch/110 cm long cord for maximum reach
- 3mm thick cord for strength and durability
- Protective circuitry to prevent damage from power surges
- Proprietary 3.5 mm jack for waterproof connection
- Multi-purpose: connect to a computer to share data or connect to a Sonim charger
- Compatible with Sonim Intrinsically Safe (IS) handset

**MSRP $45.00**

**Sonim Plastic Belt Clip**

**Product Features**
- Custom designed for best grip and access to key phone functions
- 360 degree swivel function
- Durable material optimized to provide the perfect balance between rigidity and flexibility

**MSRP $24.99**
Sonim XP5560 IS Compatible

Sonim IS Screwdriver

**Product Features**
- Unique Sonim durable and compact design
- Used to unscrew the bolts on the battery cover of Sonim IS Devices
- Temper-proof design

---

Sonim Rugged Pouch

**Product Features**
- Includes a commercial grade holder which allows the user to slide the Sonim telephone easily in and out of the holder
- Includes both metal belt clip and ballistic nylon belt loop attachments
- Magnet lock flap and snap buttons for adjustability to several phone sizes and positions
- Made of ballistic nylon, 1 mm stainless steel hardware with rust guard
- Fits Sonim XP5560, NC, IS, XP1520 & the Sonim XP5

---

Sonim IS Spare Battery

**Product Features**
- ATEX/IECEx/NEC 500 certified
- Voltage: 3.7V
- Capacity: 1960 mAh – 7.252 Wh
- Up to 12 hours talk or 875 standby time

---

GPS Lockbox Kit For Sonim

**Product Features**
- Includes a commercial grade holder which has a locking top so the telephone can be permanently installed into a vehicle
- The kit includes a GPS open faced Lockbox, a 2.1 Milliamp wiring harness, a USB charging connector, a 6 inch mounting post, and an installation kit
- The kit ensures the user is compliant with FMSC 35-11 the federal distracted driving law
- The Klein RSM can be used in conjunction with The GPS Lockbox for an enhanced hands free experience

---

GPS Lockbox Slide Mount Kit for Sonim

**Product Features**
- Includes a commercial grade holder which allows the user to slide the Sonim telephone easily in and out of the holder
- The kit includes the slide mount a 2.1 Milliamp wiring harness, a SUB charging connector and an installation kit
- The kit ensures the user compliant with FMCSA 35-11 the federal distracted driving law
- The Klein RSM can be used in conjunction with the slide mount for an enhanced hands free experience
Carcomm CPPH-800 Passive Smartphone Holder Series with Rotating Swivel for Sonim

Product Features

• The passive cradle securely holds your smartphone in place
• The high quality materials offer protection for your device while you are driving so you can keep your focus on the road
• Permanently mounts to the dashboard or other flat surface

MSRP $24.00
Sonim Magnetic to MicroUSB Adapter for XP5, XP6 & XP7

**Product Features**
- Micro USB to magnetic USB adapter
- Enable connection of a standard micro USB cable to the Sonim magnetic USB connector
- Durable and compact design

Sonim Spare Battery for XP5

**Product Features**
- Spare In-Box 3200 mAh battery for XP5
- Voltage: 3.7V
- Capacity: 3180 mAh
- High capacity for extended usage and reliable performance

Sonim Wall Charger for XP5, XP6 & XP7

**Product Features**
- Compatible with most North American AC outlets
- Engineered for rapid charge of Sonim smartphones
- 2m/6ft USB high-speed data and charge cable included
- Output: 5 V – 2.1 A

Sonim Car Charger for XP5, XP6 & XP7

**Product Features**
- Engineered for a rapid charge of Sonim smartphones
- 3.5m/11.5ft coiled USB high-speed data & charge cable included
- 4 mm thick extendable coiled cord for maximum reach up to 3.5m/11.5ft
- Compatible with most 12/24 V DC outlets
- Dual USB Output: 5 V – 2.1 A each

AdvanceTec 6-Bay Drop-In Phone Charger for XP5

**Product Features**
- Charge up to 6 phones at once
- Use as desktop or vehicle-mount
- Eliminates the need to plug-in charging cables
- Heavy-duty, robust aluminum construction withstands rugged use
Sonim XP5 Compatible

AdvanceTec The AdvanceRSM 4 Bay Charger  
MSRP $350.00

Product Features
- Charges up to 4 RSMs at one time
- Multicolor LED battery indicator
- Supports home/office desktop (AC) or in-vehicle use (DC)

AdvanceTec The AdvanceRSM Single Bay Charger  
MSRP $100.00

Product Features
- Multicolor LED battery indicator
- Supports home/office desktop (AC) or in-vehicle use (DC)

AdvanceTec 12 Bay Battery Charger for Sonim XP5  
MSRP $499.00

Product Features
- Designed to support Li-Ion Battery
- Charging stations that operate in pairs or independently
- Rapid and simultaneous charging
- Batteries can be charged anytime
- Use as a desktop or wall mount unit

AdvanceTec 4-Bay Battery Charger for Sonim XP5  
MSRP $350.00

Product Features
- Charges up to 4 batteries at one time
- Designed to support Li-Ion Battery
- Rap and simultaneous charging
- Batteries can be charged anytime
- Use as a desktop or wall mount unit

AdvanceTec Single Bay Battery Charger for Sonim XP5  
MSRP $179.00

Product Features
- Charges up to XP5 Batteries at one time
- Designed to support Li-Ion Battery
- Rap and simultaneous charging
- Batteries can be charged anytime
- Use as a desktop or wall mount unit
Klein FuelPad-12 Multi-Bay Charging Station  MSRP $179.00

Product Features
- Charge up to 12 of the same or different models of cellular phones, all on this single, easy to use charging station
- Weighs less than 4 pounds
- Use your current charger for your phone, plug it into the built-in power-strips on the underside of the charger. Run the tip of your charging cable up through the available slots on the to, plug them into your cellular phones, and set each phone in its station.
- The 3 charger strips underneath are connected to a single, industrial grade power cable, which allows you to use only one single wall plug, for all 12 cellular phones

Klein FuelPad 6 Bay Valor RSM Battery Charger  MSRP $139.95

Product Features
- Multi-Battery Rapid-Rate Charger for Valor RSM batteries, for Sonim, iOS, and Android
- Radio & Battery Charger Desktop Organizer Station
- Charges multiple batteries at the same time
- Only charges Klein Valor RSM batteries.

Sonim Rugged PTT Bluetooth Headset  MSRP $149.99

Product Features
- Ultra-rugged and ergonomic design
- Supports Push-to-Talk and full duplex voice calls
- Ergonomic ear hook for best right/left ear fit
- IP-55 – water and dust resistant
- High quality –loud audio –max” 100dB distortion below 5%
- Active noise-cancelling DSP
- Up to 8 hrs. of talk time -200 hrs. of standby time
- Multi-color LED status indicator – voice prompts
- Large PTT button for use with gloves

Sonim Wired Headset (Non-PTT)  MSRP $24.99

Product Features
- 3.5 mm connection
- Stereo for high quality calls and music performance
- Inline microphone with embedded answer/end button
- Compatible with Sonim’s active wind and noise reduction
- Three-sized noise isolating ear buds for best fit and comfort
Sonim XP5 Compatible

Sonim PTT Wired Headset

MSRP $49.99

Product Features
- Supports PTT and full duplex voice calls
- IP-67-submersible to 3.5 feet / 1 meter for 30 min – impervious to micro particles
- Ergonomic ear hook for best right/left ear fit
- Phone tether and coiled cable for added ease of movement and security
- Professional-grade hardware and large multi-function button for ease of use with gloves

Klein Patriot Pro PTT Earpiece for Sonim

MSRP $88.95

Product Features
- Professional Armature style speaker produces very high volume and call clarity, making it ideal for high noise areas
- Ruggedized PTT button, noise-cancelling microphone, and heavy duty cabling make this the highest quality and most durable PTT earpiece available for Sonim phones

Sonim Rugged Pouch XP5

MSRP $49.95

Product Features
- Rugged ballistic nylon pouch
- Durable microfiber interior
- Industrial leather wrapped fixed metal clip
- Built-in ballistic nylon utility belt loops

Sonim Rugged Pouch Standard

MSRP $39.99

Product Features
- Very secure and heavy duty belt clip with a 180 degree rotation to insert/remove the pouch
- Includes both metal belt clip and ballistic nylon belt loop attachments
- Magnet lock flap and snap buttons for adjustability to several phone sizes and positions
- Made of ballistic nylon with 1 mm stainless steel hardware with rust guard
Sonim Rugged Bluetooth Remote Speaker Mic (RSM)  
**Product Features**
- Ultra-rugged and ergonomic design
- IP-55 – water and dust resistant
- Support Push to Talk and full duplex voice calls
- High quality, loud audio—max: 97 dB at 8 in/20 cm—distortion below 5%
- Up to 20 hrs. of talk time or 200 hrs. standby time
- Large Push to Talk button for use with gloves
- Professional grade 360 degree rotating clip

AdvanceTec The AdvanceRSM  
**Product Features**
- 360 degree rotatable clip to affix it to the lapel straps or jackets
- Push-to-talk over cellular functionality
- Large, easy-to-access PTT button
- Micro USB compatible charging
- 3.5mm audio socket for wired ear piece for privacy communications
- Multicolor LED battery indicator
- Supports home/office desktop (AC) or in-vehicle use (DC)

AdvanceTec Wired Remote Speaker Mic (RSM) for Sonim  
**Product Features**
- Designed for use with the SONIM Push-to-Talk (PTT) handset providing amplified audio in transmission and reception through the remote speaker/microphone
- It includes an independent control module with an internal rechargeable Lithium Ion battery which powers the RSM without any drain on the handset battery

Klein Valor Wired Remote Speaker Microphone (RSM) with Camlock for Sonim  
**Product Features**
- Professional Series with CAM-LOCK
- Rubber overmold
- PTT (Push-To-Talk) and speaker combo
- 2 Audio ports with locking cams (patent design). AMPLIFIED - EXTRA LOUD Speaker / Microphone
- Contoured edges for grip and feel
- Includes the Battery (K70BATT-1100) and Micro USB Charger (VALOR-CH) in the box at no additional charge
Remote Speaker Microphones (RSM)

Sonim XP5 Compatible

Stone Mountain Phoenix Elite Remote Speaker mic (RSM) for Sonim

MSRP $139.99

Product Features
- Waterproof - Built to IP68, 1 meter for 31 minutes
- 50mm Neodymium speaker for unsurpassed audio clarity and Sound Pressure Level (SPL)
- Ultra sensitive, high gain omni-directional speaker microphone for crystal clear transmit audio
- Features WhisperTek™ sub audible Tx audio microphone system for enhanced Voice Intelligibility
- Features OutLoud™ high Rx audio output speaker system for enhanced Voice Intelligibility
- Features SureSeal™ patent pending 2.5mm and 3.5mm sealed accessory jacks
- Interfaces with the full line of Stone Mountain Omaha Rx, Tx & PTT accessories

Stone Mountain Phoenix Elite Remote Speaker mic (RSM) for Sonim With CallCheck™

MSRP $149.99

Product Features
- Waterproof - Built to IP68, 1 meter for 31 minutes
- 50mm Neodymium speaker for unsurpassed audio clarity and Sound Pressure Level (SPL)
- Ultra sensitive, high gain omni directional speaker microphone for crystal clear transmit audio
- Features WhisperTek™ sub audible Tx audio microphone system for enhanced Voice Intelligibility
- Features OutLoud™ high Rx audio output speaker system for enhanced Voice Intelligibility
- Features SureSeal™ patent pending 2.5mm and 3.5mm sealed accessory jacks
- CallCheck™ - Record, store and play back saved incoming audio transmissions

Sonim Car Charger for XP5, XP6 & XP7

MSRP $39.95

Product Features
- Engineered for a rapid charge of Sonim smartphones
- 3.5m/11.5ft coiled USB high-speed data & charge cable included
- 4 mm thick extendable coiled cord for maximum reach up to 3.5m/11.5ft
- Compatible with most 12/24 V DC outlets
- Dual USB Output: 5 V – 2.1 A each
Sonim Passive Car Cradle with Mount for XP5  
**MSRP $74.95**

**Product Features**
- Industrial-grade materials: Aluminum, zinc and steel construction
- Two adjusting points offer a full range of motion: 210° tilt, 360° turn & 360° rotation
- Ergonomic: Easily remove or firmly secure your device one-handed
- Includes insert and lock for the car charger cable
- Rugged design with 1.5” thick clean steel design
- Options for various mounting posts Model # AVH02G

Sonim PTT Bluetooth Car Kit for XP5  
**MSRP $249.95**

**Product Features**
- Compatible with the X5 and a variety of mounts, providing adaptability and flexibility to support a broad range of enterprise needs
- Meets the Federal Transportation hands-free driving Regulation FMCSA 35-11 by providing voice-activated or one-touch features to initiate, answer, or terminate a call
- Highly reliable and affordable hands-free
- Comes with mic, PTT button, 10w speaker

Sonim Palm Microphone for PTT Car Kits  
**MSRP $79.95**

**Product Features**
- Optional PTT Car Kit accessory
- Works with PTT Bluetooth Car kits for XP5, XP6 and XP7.

Sonim Rugged PTT Foot Pedal for PTT Car Kits  
**MSRP $99.95**

**Product Features**
- Industrial-grade materials: Aluminum, zinc and steel construction
- Two adjusting points offer a full range of motion: 210° tilt, 360° turn & 360° rotation
- Ergonomic: Easily remove or firmly secure your device one-handed
- Includes insert and lock for the car charger cable
- Rugged design with 1.5” thick clean steel design
- Options for various mounting posts Model # AVH02G

Sonim Goose Neck Microphone for PTT Car Kits  
**MSRP $149.95**

**Product Features**
- Optional PTT Car Kit accessory
- Works with PTT Bluetooth Car kits for XP5, XP6 and XP7.
Sonim XP5 Compatible

**AdvanceTec Hands Free Car Kit with Lock for Sonim XP5**  
MSRP $318.00

**Product Features**
- AdvanceTec Hands Free Car Kit with Lock for Sonim XP5

---

**AdvanceTec Hands Free Car Kit with Lock for Sonim XP5**  
MSRP $110.00

**Product Features**
- AdvanceTec Hands Free Car Kit with Lock for Sonim XP5

---

**AdvanceTec Hands Free Car Kit with Lock for Sonim XP5**  
MSRP $126.00

**Product Features**
- AdvanceTec Hands Free Car Kit with Lock for Sonim XP5

---

**AdvanceTec Heavy Duty Palm Mic for Car Kits**  
MSRP $149.95

**Product Features**
- AdvanceTec Heavy Duty Palm Mic for Car Kits

---
Sonim XP6 Compatible

Sonim Wall Charger for XP5, XP6 & XP7

Product Features
- Multicolor LED battery indicator
- Supports home/office desktop (AC) or in-vehicle use (DC)
- 2m/6ft USB high-speed data and charge cable included
- Output: 5 V – 2.1 A

MSRP $39.95

Sonim Car Charger for XP5, XP6 & XP7

Product Features
- Engineered for a rapid charge of Sonim smartphones
- 3.5m/11.5ft coiled USB high-speed data & charge cable included
- 4 mm thick extendable coiled cord for maximum reach up to 3.5m/11.5ft
- Compatible with most 12/24 V DC outlets
- Dual USB Output: 5 V – 2.1 A each

MSRP $39.95

Sonim Magnetic to MicroUSB Adapter for XP5, XP6 & XP7

Product Features
- Micro USB to magnetic USB adapter
- Enable connection of a standard micro USB cable to the Sonim magnetic USB connector
- Durable and compact design

MSRP $19.95

AdvanceTec The AdvanceRSM Single Bay Charger

Product Features
- Multicolor LED battery indicator
- Supports home/office desktop (AC) or in-vehicle use (DC)

MSRP $100.00

AdvanceTec The AdvanceRSM 4 Bay Charger

Product Features
- Charges up to 4 RSMs at one time
- Multicolor LED battery indicator
- Supports home/office desktop (AC) or in-vehicle use (DC)

MSRP $350.00
Klein FuelPad-12 Multi-Bay Charging Station  
MSRP $179.00

**Product Features**
- Charge up to 12 of the same or different models of cellular phones, all on this single, easy to use charging station
- Use your current charger for your phone, plug it into the built-in power-strips on the underside of the charger. Run the tip of your charging cable up through the available slots on the to, plug them into your cellular phones, and set each phone in its station.
- The 3 charger strips underneath are connected to a single, industrial grade power cable, which allows you to use only one single wall plug, for all 12 cellular phones

Klein FuelPad 6 Bay Valor Battery Charger  
MSRP $139.95

**Product Features**
- Multi-Battery Rapid-Rate Charger for Valor RSM batteries, for Sonim, iOS, and Android
- Radio & Battery Charger Desktop Organizer Station
- Charges multiple batteries at the same time
- Only charges Klein Valor RSM batteries

Sonim Rugged PTT Bluetooth Headset  
MSRP $149.99

**Product Features**
- Ultra-rugged and ergonomic design
- Supports Push-to-Talk and full duplex voice calls
- Ergonomic ear hook for best right/left ear fit
- IP-55 – water and dust resistant
- High quality –loud audio –max” 100dB distortion below 5%
- Active noise-cancelling DSP
- Up to 8 hrs. of talk time -200 hrs. of standby time
- Multi-color LED status indicator – voice prompts
- Large PTT button for use with gloves

Klein Patriot Pro PTT Earpiece for Sonim  
MSRP $88.95

**Product Features**
- Professional Armature style speaker produces very high volume and call clarity, making it ideal for high noise areas
- Ruggedized PTT button, noise-cancelling microphone, and heavy duty cabling make this the highest quality and most durable PTT earpiece available for Sonim phones
**Sonim XP6 Compatible**

**Sonim Wired Headset (Non-PTT)**

MSRP $24.99

**Product Features**

- 3.5 mm connection
- Stereo for high quality calls and music performance
- Inline microphone with embedded answer/end button
- Compatible with Sonim’s active wind and noise reduction
- Three-sized noise isolating ear buds for best fit and comfort

**Sonim PTT Wired Headset**

MSRP $49.99

**Product Features**

- Supports PTT and full duplex voice calls
- IP-67-submersible to 3.5 feet / 1 meter for 30 min – impervious to micro particles
- Ergonomic ear hook for best right/left ear fit
- Phone tether and coiled cable for added ease of movement and security
- Professional-grade hardware and large multi-function button for ease of use with gloves

**Sonim Rugged Pouch XP6 & XP7**

MSRP $49.95

**Product Features**

- Rugged ballistic nylon pouch
- Durable microfiber interior
- Industrial leather wrapped fixed metal clip
- Built-in ballistic nylon utility belt loops

**Sonim Holster for XP6 & XP7**

MSRP $49.95

Industrial-grade polycarbonate holster with 90° swivel belt clip, optimized to provide the perfect balance between rigidity and flexibility. Custom designed for optimal grip and quick access to the device and key control features.

**Product Features**

- Supports device front or back facing into the holster
- Quick release of the phone
- Flexible yet strong construction
- 90’ rotating swivel clip
- Compatible with XP Channel Select Module and XPand Battery Pack
- Belt clip supports belts up to 1 3/4”
Sonim XP6 Compatible

Sonim Multi-Tool for XP6 & XP7

Product Features
- Multi-tool screwdriver compatible with battery door screws, allows for installation & removal of the smartphone battery door
- Multi-tool needle allows for installation and removal of the smartphone SIM card
- Features a keychain loop for ease of transport and access

MSRP $16.95

Sonim Car Charger for XP5, XP6 & XP7

Product Features
- Engineered for a rapid charge of Sonim smartphones
- 3.5m/11.5ft coiled USB high-speed data & charge cable included
- 4 mm thick extendable coiled cord for maximum reach up to 3.5m/11.5ft
- Compatible with most 12/24 V DC outlets
- Dual USB Output: 5 V – 2.1 A each

MSRP $39.95

Sonim Xpand Channel Select Module for XP6

Product Features
- Provides two-way, radio-like channel, selection using a dial for an intuitive user experience
- Quick and easy access to 6 channels or talk group
- Rugged IP-67 rated supporting 1.5m drop with phone on concrete
- PTT subscription is required prior to use
- CSM application is available from the Google Play Store and required prior to attaching the CSM accessory to the XP6
- Direct “Channel” or “Talk Group” position indicator without key press or screen light up
- Provides quick and easy access to traditional 6 “channels” + one off position switch for EPTT application via 3.5mm 4 pins connector
- Compatible with existing and new wired EPTT audio accessories, including headsets and remote speaker microphones
- Compatible with XP6, XP6 Holster

MSRP $99.95

Sonim KOAMTAC XPand 1D Laser Barcode Scanner for XP6 & XP7

Product Features
- Ergonomically designed, commercial grade barcode scanner that is compatible with enterprise applications and can perform up to 45 scans per minute
- The precise laser is visible from the barcode scanner, providing greater reliability and accuracy
- Scans traditional 1D barcodes in adverse lighting conditions and from a distance of 10-50cm
- Integrated S/W for scan control and scan sound acknowledgement
- Low draw of 100mAh directly from the smartphone battery
- Designed to meets IP-65 and MIL-STD when connected to the phone

MSRP $169.95
Sonim Rugged Bluetooth Remote Speaker Mic (RSM)

**Product Features**
- Ultra-rugged and ergonomic design
- IP-55 – water and dust resistant
- Support Push to Talk and full duplex voice calls
- High quality, loud audio: max: 97dB at 8in/20cm – distortion below 5%
- Noise suppression DSP
- Up to 20 hrs. of talk time or 200 hrs. standby time
- Multi-color LED status indicator
- Large Push to Talk button for use with gloves
- Professional grade 360 degree rotating clip

**Sonim XP6 Compatible Remote Speaker Microphones (RSM)**

MSRP $199.99

AdvanceTec The AdvanceRSM Single Bay Charger

**Product Features**
- Multicolor LED battery indicator
- Supports home/office desktop (AC) or in-vehicle use (DC)

MSRP $100.00

AdvanceTec The AdvanceRSM

**Product Features**
- 360 degree rotatable clip to affix it to the lapel straps or jackets
- Push-to-talk over cellular functionality
- Large, easy-to-access PTT button
- Micro USB compatible charging
- 3.5mm audio socket for wired ear piece for privacy communications
- Multicolor LED battery indicator
- Supports home/office desktop (AC) or in-vehicle use (DC)

MSRP $140.00

AdvanceTec The AdvanceRSM 4 Bay Charger

**Product Features**
- Charges up to 4 RSMs at one time
- Multicolor LED battery indicator
- Supports home/office desktop (AC) or in-vehicle use (DC)

MSRP $350.00
AdvanceTec Wired Remote Speaker Mic (RSM) for Sonim  
MSRP $140.00

**Product Features**
- Designed for use with the SONIM Push-to-Talk (PTT) handset providing amplified audio in transmission and reception through the remote speaker/microphone
- It includes an independent control module with an internal rechargeable Lithium Ion battery which powers the RSM without any drain on the handset battery

Klein Valor Wired Remote Speaker Microphone (RSM) with Camlock for Sonim  
MSRP $134.95

**Product Features**
- Professional Series with CAM-LOCK
- Rubber overmold
- PTT (Push-To-Talk) and speaker combo
- 2 Audio ports with locking cams (patent design). Audio Ports are on BOTH Top & Bottom to enable wearing the radio on either the front or the back!
- AMPLIFIED - EXTRA LOUD Speaker / Microphone
- Contoured edges for grip and feel
- Includes the Battery (K70BATT-1100) and Micro USB Charger (VALOR-CH) in the box at no additional charge

Klein FuelPad 6 Bay Valor RSM Battery Charger  
MSRP $139.95

**Product Features**
- Multi-Battery Rapid-Rate Charger for Valor RSM batteries, for Sonim, iOS, and Android
- Radio & Battery Charger Desktop Organizer Station
- Charges multiple batteries at the same time
- Only charges Klein Valor RSM batteries
Sonim XP6 Compatible

Sonim Passive Car Cradle with Mount for XP6 & XP7  
**MSRP $74.95**

**Product Features**
- Industrial-grade materials: Aluminum, zinc and steel construction
- Two adjusting points offer a full range of motion: 210° tilt, 360° turn & 360° rotation
- Ergonomic: Easily remove or firmly secure your device one-handed
- Includes insert and lock for the car charger cable
- Rugged design with 1.5” thick clean steel design
- Options for various mounting posts Model # AVH02G

Sonim PTT Bluetooth Car Kit for XP6 & XP7  
**MSRP $249.95**

**Product Features**
- Compatible with the X5 and a variety of mounts, providing adaptability and flexibility to support a broad range of enterprise needs
- Meets the Federal Transportation hands-free driving Regulation FMCSA 35-11 by providing voice-activated or one-touch features to initiate, answer, or terminate a call
- A highly reliable and affordable hands-free solution
- Comes with mic, PTT button, 10w speaker

Sonim Goose Neck Microphone for PTT Car Kits  
**MSRP $149.95**

**Product Features**
- Optional PTT Car Kit accessory
- Works with PTT Bluetooth Car kits for XP5, XP6 and XP7

Sonim Palm Microphone for PTT Car Kits  
**MSRP $79.95**

**Product Features**
- Optional PTT Car Kit accessory
- Works with PTT Bluetooth Car kits for XP5, XP6 and XP7

Sonim Rugged PTT Foot Pedal for PTT Car Kits  
**MSRP $99.95**

**Product Features**
- Industrial-grade materials: Aluminum, zinc and steel construction
- Two adjusting points offer a full range of motion: 210° tilt, 360° turn & 360° rotation
- Ergonomic: Easily remove or firmly secure your device one-handed
- Includes insert and lock for the car charger cable
- Rugged design with 1.5” thick clean steel design
- Options for various mounting posts Model # AVH02G
Sonim XP7 Compatible

**Sonim Magnetic to MicroUSB Adapter for XP5, XP6 & XP7**
MSRP $19.95

**Product Features**
- Micro USB to magnetic USB adapter
- Enable connection of a standard micro USB cable to the Sonim magnetic USB connector
- Durable and compact design

**Sonim Wall Charger for XP5, XP6 & XP7**
MSRP $39.95

**Product Features**
- Compatible with most North American AC outlets
- Engineered for rapid charge of Sonim smartphones
- 2m/6ft USB high-speed data and charge cable included
- Output: 5 V – 2.1 A

**Sonim Car Charger for XP5, XP6 & XP7**
MSRP $39.95

**Product Features**
- Engineered for a rapid charge of Sonim smartphones
- 3.5m/11.5ft coiled USB high-speed data & charge cable included
- 4 mm thick extendable coiled cord for maximum reach up to 3.5m/11.5ft
- Compatible with most 12/24 V DC outlets
- Dual USB Output: 5 V – 2.1 A each

**AdvanceTec The AdvanceRSM Single Bay Charger**
MSRP $100.00

**Product Features**
- Multicolor LED battery indicator
- Supports home/office desktop (AC) or in-vehicle use (DC)

**AdvanceTec The AdvanceRSM 4 Bay Charger**
MSRP $350.00

**Product Features**
- Charges up to 4 RSMs at one time
- Multicolor LED battery indicator
- Supports home/office desktop (AC) or in-vehicle use (DC)
Klein FuelPad-12 Multi-Bay Charging Station  
MSRP $179.00

Product Features
- Charge up to 12 of the same or different models of cellular phones, all on this single, easy to use charging station
- Weighs less than 4 pounds
- Use your current charger for your phone, plug it into the built-in power-strips on the underside of the charger. Run the tip of your charging cable up through the available slots on the to, plug them into your cellular phones, and set each phone in its station.
- The 3 charger strips underneath are connected to a single, industrial grade power cable, which allows you to use only one single wall plug, for all 12 cellular phones

Klein FuelPad 6 Bay Valor RSM Battery Charger  
MSRP $139.95

Product Features
- Multi-Battery Rapid-Rate Charger for Valor RSM batteries, for Sonim, iOS, and Android
- Radio & Battery Charger Desktop Organizer Station
- Charges multiple batteries at the same time
- Only charges Klein Valor RSM batteries

Sonim Rugged PTT Bluetooth Headset  
MSRP $149.99

Product Features
- Ultra-rugged and ergonomic design
- Supports Push-to-Talk and full duplex voice calls
- Ergonomic ear hook for best right/left ear fit
- IP-55 – water and dust resistant
- High quality –loud audio –max” 100dB distortion below 5%
- Active noise-cancelling DSP
- Up to 8 hrs. of talk time -200 hrs. of standby time
- Multi-color LED status indicator – voice prompts
- Large PTT button for use with gloves

Sonim Wired Headset (Non-PTT)  
MSRP $24.99

Product Features
- 3.5 mm connection
- Stereo for high quality calls and music performance
- Inline microphone with embedded answer/end button
- Compatible with Sonim’s active wind and noise reduction
- Three-sized noise isolating ear buds for best fit and comfort
Sonim XP7 Compatible

Sonim PTT Wired Headset

Product Features
- Supports PTT and full duplex voice calls
- IP-67-submersible to 3.5 feet / 1 meter for 30 min – impervious to micro particles
- Fitted 3-tier earplug for excellent comfort and noise isolation
- Ergonomic ear hook for best right/left ear fit
- Phone tether and coiled cable for added ease of movement and security
- Professional-grade hardware and large multi-function button for ease of use with gloves

Klein Patriot Pro PTT Earpiece for Sonim

Product Features
- Professional Armature style speaker produces very high volume and call clarity, making it ideal for high noise areas
- Ruggedized PTT button, noise-cancelling microphone, and heavy duty cabling

Sonim Rugged Pouch XP6 & XP7

Product Features
- Rugged ballistic nylon pouch
- Durable microfiber interior
- Industrial leather wrapped fixed metal clip
- Built-in ballistic nylon utility belt loops

Sonim Belt Clip for XP7

Product Features
- Durable, reliable and lightweight
- Custom designed with openings for quick access to key control features
- Industrial-grade polycarbonate belt-clip
- Optimized to provide the perfect balance between rigidity and flexibility
- 90° rotating swivel clip
- Belt clip supports belts up to 1 3/4”

Sonim Multi-Tool for XP6 & XP7

Product Features
- Multi-tool screwdriver compatible with battery door screws, allows for installation & removal of the smartphone battery door
- Multi-tool needle allows for installation and removal of the smartphone SIM card
- Features a keychain loop for ease of transport and access

MSRP $49.99

MSRP $88.95

MSRP $49.95

MSRP $34.95

MSRP $16.95
KOAMTAC XPand 1D Laser Barcode Scanner for XP6 & XP7  
**Product Features**
- Ergonomically designed, commercial grade barcode scanner that is compatible with enterprise applications and can perform up to 45 scans per minute
- The precise laser is visible from the barcode scanner, providing greater reliability and accuracy
- Scans traditional 1D barcodes in adverse lighting conditions and from a distance of 10-50cm
- Integrated S/W for scan control and scan sound acknowledgement
- Low draw of 100mAh directly from the smartphone battery
- Designed to meets IP-65 and MIL-STD when connected to the phone

MSRP $169.95

Sonim Rugged Bluetooth Remote Speaker Mic (RSM)  
**Product Features**
- Ultra-rugged and ergonomic design
- IP-55 – water and dust resistant
- Support Push to Talk and full duplex voice calls
- High quality – loud audio – max: 97 dB at 8 in / 20 cm – distortion below 5%
- Noise suppression DSP
- Up to 20 hrs. of talk time or 200 hrs. standby time
- Multi-color LED status indicator
- Large Push to Talk button for use with gloves
- Professional grade 360 degree rotating clip

MSRP $199.99

AdvanceTec The AdvanceRSM  
**Product Features**
- 360 degree rotatable clip to affix it to the lapel straps or jackets
- Push-to-talk over cellular functionality
- Large, easy-to-access PTT button
- Micro USB compatible charging
- 3.5mm audio socket for wired ear piece for privacy communications
- Multicolor LED battery indicator
- Supports home/office desktop (AC) or in-vehicle use (DC)

MSRP $140.00

AdvanceTec The AdvanceRSM Single Bay Charger  
**Product Features**
- Multicolor LED battery indicator
- Supports home/office desktop (AC) or in-vehicle use (DC)

MSRP $100.00
Remote Speaker Microphones (RSM)

Sonim XP7 Compatible

AdvanceTec The AdvanceRSM 4 Bay Charger
MSRP $350.00

**Product Features**
- Charges up to 4 RSMs at one time
- Multicolor LED battery indicator
- Supports home/office desktop (AC) or in-vehicle use (DC)

AdvanceTec Wired Remote Speaker Mic (RSM) for Sonim
MSRP $140.00

**Product Features**
- Designed for use with the SONIM Push-to-Talk (PTT) handset providing amplified audio in transmission and reception through the remote speaker/microphone
- It includes an independent control module with an internal rechargeable Lithium Ion battery which powers the RSM without any drain on the handset battery

Klein FuelPad 6 Bay Valor RSM Battery Charger
MSRP $139.95

**Product Features**
- Multi-Battery Rapid-Rate Charger for Valor RSM batteries, for Sonim, iOS, and Android
- Radio & Battery Charger Desktop Organizer Station
- Charges multiple batteries at the same time
- Only charges Klein Valor RSM batteries

Klein Valor Wired Remote Speaker Microphone (RSM) with Camlock for Sonim
MSRP $134.95

**Product Features**
- Professional Series with CAM-LOCK
- Rubber overmold
- PTT (Push-To-Talk) and speaker combo
- 2 Audio ports with locking cams (patent design). Audio Ports are on BOTH Top & Bottom to enable wearing the radio on either the front or the back!
- AMPLIFIED - EXTRA LOUD Speaker / Microphone
- Contoured edges for grip and feel
- Includes the Battery (K70BATT-1100) and Micro USB Charger (VALOR-CH) in the box at no additional charge

Sonim Car Charger for XP5, XP6 & XP7
MSRP $39.95

**Product Features**
- Engineered for a rapid charge of Sonim smartphones
- 3.5m/11.5ft coiled USB high-speed data & charge cable included
- 4 mm thick extendable coiled cord for maximum reach up to 3.5m/11.5ft
- Compatible with most 12/24 V DC outlets
- Dual USB Output: 5 V – 2.1 A each
Sonim XP7 Compatible

Sonim Rugged PTT Foot Pedal for PTT Car Kits

Product Features
- Industrial-grade materials: Aluminum, zinc and steel construction
- Two adjusting points offer a full range of motion: 210° tilt, 360° turn & 360° rotation
- Ergonomic: Easily remove or firmly secure your device one-handed
- Includes insert and lock for the car charger cable
- Rugged design with 1.5” thick clean steel design
- Options for various mounting posts Model # AVH02G

Sonim Goose Neck Microphone for PTT Car Kits

Product Features
- Optional PTT Car Kit accessory
- Works with PTT Bluetooth Car kits for XP5, XP6 and XP7

Sonim PTT Bluetooth Car Kit for XP6 & XP7

Product Features
- Compatible with the X5 and a variety of mounts, providing adaptability and flexibility to support a broad range of enterprise needs
- Meets the Federal Transportation hands-free driving Regulation FMCSA 35-11 by providing voice-activated or one-touch features to initiate, answer, or terminate a call
- A highly reliable and affordable hands-free
- Comes with mic, PTT button, 10w speaker

Sonim Palm Microphone for PTT Car Kits

Product Features
- Optional PTT Car Kit accessory
- Works with PTT Bluetooth Car kits for XP5, XP6 and XP7

Sonim Passive Car Cradle with Mount for XP7

Product Features
- Industrial-grade materials: Aluminum, zinc and steel construction
- Two adjusting points offer a full range of motion: 210° tilt, 360° turn & 360° rotation
- Ergonomic: Easily remove or firmly secure your device one-handed
- Includes insert and lock for the car charger cable
- Rugged design with 1.5” thick clean steel design
- Options for various mounting posts Model # AVH02G
Sonim XP7 IS Compatible

Sonim Belt Clip for XP7 IS

Product Features
• Belt Clip for XP7 IS

MSRP $34.95

Sonim Leather Fitted Case with Spring Clip for XP7 IS

Product Features
• Leather Fitted Case with Spring Clip for XP7 IS

MSRP $139.95

Sonim Leather Pouch for XP7 IS

Product Features
• Leather Pouch for XP7 IS

MSRP $109.95

Sonim Safety Box Data Cable for XP7 IS

Product Features
• Safety Box Data Cable for XP7 IS

MSRP $99.95

Sonim XP7 IS Car Charging Kit

Product Features
• XP7 IS Car Charging Kit

MSRP $109.95
Sonim XP7 IS Compatible

Sonim XP7 IS Wall Charging Kit  
MSRP $109.95

**Product Features**
- XP7 IS Wall Charging Kit

Sonim Rugged C-C5560 IS Remote Speaker Mic (RSM)  
MSRP $499.99

**Product Features**
- Intrinsically Safe (IS) certified: Class I,II,III Division 1 A-G T4
- Integrated call management button including PTT/accept/reject/end functions
- Mil-Spec 810G certified – 5.25 ft./1.55 m drop test
- IP-67 certified – Fully water submissible down to 3.25 feet / 1 meter for 30 minutes
- Max volume up to 97 +/- 4 dB at 4 inches/10cm – ease of communication in loud environments
- Three days of battery life
- Compatible with 4-pole military grade headsets
- Integrated stress relief coil and phone tether

Sonim N-H IS Over-the-Head Hearing Protection Headset  
MSRP $499.99

**Product Features**
- Intrinsically Safe (IS) certified: Class I,II,III Division 1 A-G T4
- Integrated call management button including PTT/accept/reject/end functions
- Mil-Spec 810 G certified – 5.25 ft./1.55 m drop test
- Water and dustproof
- Max volume up to 97 +/- 3 dB - Distortion below 5% at 1kHz Noise cancelling boom microphone
- Passive noise cancelling headset (up to 30dB of reduction)
- Integrated stress relief coil and phone tether
**AdvanceTec 12 Battery Case Charger for Rugby 3**  
**MSRP $1500.00**

**Product Features**
- Versatile and robust 12 Bay charger fitted into a waterproof, dustproof and crush proof carrying case
- Ideal to meet any emergency situation requiring battery charging needs on the go
- It can be powered off of a 12-24volt power point/cigarette lighter of the vehicle or 100-240 VAC power supply with an optional extra power supply

**AdvanceTec 12 Battery Case Charging Station for Samsung Pro**  
**MSRP $1500.00**

**Product Features**
- Versatile and robust 12 Bay charger fitted into a waterproof, dustproof and crush proof carrying case
- Ideal to meet any emergency situation requiring battery charging needs on the go
- It can be powered off of a 12-24volt power point/cigarette lighter of the vehicle or 100-240 VAC power supply with an optional extra power supply

**AdvanceTec 12 Battery Case Charger for Samsung Galaxy S3**  
**MSRP $1500.00**

**Product Features**
- Versatile and robust 12 Bay charger fitted into a waterproof, dustproof and crush proof carrying case
- Ideal to meet any emergency situation requiring battery charging needs on the go
- It can be powered off of a 12-24volt power point/cigarette lighter of the vehicle or 100-240 VAC power supply with an optional extra power supply

**AdvanceTec 12 Bay Charging Station for Rugby 3**  
**MSRP $499.00**

**Product Features**
- Designed to support the Rugby 3 phone batteries
- LED lights provide visual signal of stand-by/charging/fully charged modes
- Easy to use

**AdvanceTec 12 Bay Charging Station for Samsung Pro**  
**MSRP $499.00**

**Product Features**
- Designed to support the SAMSUNG Galaxy S3 phone batteries
- LED lights provide visual signal of stand-by/charging/fully charged modes
- Easy to use
**AdvanceTec 12 Bay Charging Station for Samsung Galaxy S3**

**MSRP $499.00**

**Product Features**
- Designed to support the SAMSUNG Pro phone batteries
- LED lights provide visual signal of stand-by/charging/fully charged modes
- Easy to use

**AdvanceTec The AdvanceRSM 4 Bay Charger**

**MSRP $350.00**

**Product Features**
- Charges up to 4 RSMs at one time
- Multicolor LED battery indicator
- Supports home/office desktop (AC) or in-vehicle use (DC)

**AdvanceTec Dual Bay Battery Charger Adaptor Plate for Samsung Galaxy S3**

**MSRP $210.00**

**Product Features**
- Supports the SAMSUNG Rugby III Li-Ion Phone batteries
- Each bay charges independent of the other
- Rapid and simultaneous charging
- Batteries can be charged anytime
- The adaptor plate is easy to remove and replace
- LED indicators of the charger give battery charging status

**AdvanceTec Dual Bay Battery Charger Adaptor Plate for Samsung Rugby 3**

**MSRP $210.00**

**Product Features**
- Supports the SAMSUNG Rugby III Li-Ion Phone batteries
- Each bay charges independent of the other
- Rapid and simultaneous charging
- Batteries can be charged anytime
- The adaptor plate is easy to remove and replace
- LED indicators of the charger give battery charging status

**AdvanceTec Dual Bay Battery Charger Adaptor Plate for Samsung Pro**

**MSRP $210.00**

**Product Features**
- Supports the SAMSUNG Rugby III Li-Ion Phone batteries
- Each bay charges independent of the other
- Rapid and simultaneous charging
- Batteries can be charged anytime
- The adaptor plate is easy to remove and replace
- LED indicators of the charger give battery charging status
**Klein FuelPad 6 Bay Valor RSM Battery Charger**

**Product Features**
- Multi-Battery Rapid-Rate Charger for Valor RSM batteries, for Sonim, iOS, and Android
- Radio & Battery Charger Desktop Organizer Station
- Charges multiple batteries at the same time
- Only charges Klein Valor RSM batteries

**Klein FuelPad-12 Multi-Bay Charging Station**

**Product Features**
- Charge up to 12 of the same or different models of cellular phones, all on this single, easy to use charging station
- Weighs less than 4 pounds
- Simply use your current charger that came with your phone, and plug it into the built-in power-strips on the underside of the FuelPad-12 Charger. Run the tip of your charging cable up through the available slots on the top of the Fuelpad-12, plug them into your cellular phones, and set each phone in its station.

**AdvanceTec AdvanceWirelessCharger™ (Single Bay) for Kyocera DuraForce**

**Product Features**
- Easy to use, just drop in
- No cable necessary
- Rapid Charging
- Can be used in the office or vehicle
- Complete self-contained 5W wireless charger system

**AdvanceTec AdvanceWirelessCharger™ (Four Bay) for Kyocera DuraForce**

**Product Features**
- Easy to use, just drop in
- No cable necessary
- Rapid Charging
- Independent charging pockets
- Complete self-contained 5W wireless charger system

**AdvanceTec Wireless Charging Cradle with Lock for Kyocera DuraForce**

**Product Features**
- Protection and safety while operating your phone
- Convenient wireless charging
- Allows access to phone screen while charging
- Power from 12VOC - 24VOC
- Includes junction/brain box controller
- Secure locking cradle mechanism
- Optional non-locking cradle available
AdvanceTec Over-the-Ear Headset for Kyocera DuraForce  
Product Features  
• Provides Push-To-Talk over cellular functionality  
• Discreet and secure D-loop style earpiece  
• Independent battery (Does not "charge" from the phone) Over-the-ear headset with in-line enhanced PTT mic  
• Connects directly to the audio port of the phone  
• D-loop earpiece wearable on either ear  
• PTT button with clip  
MSRP $99.00

Milicom Single Ear & Side PTT Headset for Android  
Product Features  
• Lightweight Commercial PTT Headset for Android Phones  
• Single & Side PTT  
• Exclusive smartphone-like inline PTT button  
• PTT button housing for use on hip or in pocket  
MSRP $119.99

Milicom Y Single Ear, Remote & Side PTT Headset for Android  
Product Features  
• Patented In-Ear Microphone Captures speech patterns in the ear canal to deliver clear sound  
• Patented SPEAR Speech Capture System  
• Whisper Capability, even in noise  
• Milicom’s unique patented in-ear mic deliver superior voice quality and whisper capability in all weather and noise conditions, including variant noise level situations i.e. wind and manufacturing floor  
• Superior Noise Isolation ensures clear sound and protects hearing  
• Y Design accommodates all uniform configurations
MSRP $124.99

Milicom Dual Ear & Side PTT Headset for Android  
Product Features  
• Lightweight Commercial PTT Headset for Android Phones  
• Dual Ear, Side PTT  
• Exclusive smartphone-like inline PTT button  
• PTT button housing for use on hip or in pocket  
MSRP $144.99

Milicom Y 2-in1 Single Ear, Remote 2-Button & Side PTT Headset for Android
Product Features
• Remote 2-Button Control for Answer/End and PTT
• Advanced Design Switches to In Ear Mic when needed
• Additional Milicom Belt Housing PTT for Flexible Use
• Innovative PTT Platform for Familiar User Interface on Mobile Phones
• Superior Noise Isolation ensures clear sound and protects hearing
• Y Design accommodates all uniform configurations
• Foam and Silicon Ear Tip styles for best performance in all settings
• Includes variety of ear tip sizes to ensure best fit
MSRP $134.99
Android Compatible

**Milicom Dual Ear, Side & Finger PTT Headset for Android**  
MSRP $149.99

**Product Features**
- Lightweight Commercial PTT Headset for Android Phones
- Dual Ear, Side & Finger PTT
- Exclusive smartphone-like inline PTT button
- PTT button housing for use on hip or in pocket
- Finger PTT button for stealth use in hand

**Savox Promate Bluetooth Headset for Android**  
MSRP $109.95

**Product Features**
- Push-to-Talk over Bluetooth
- Dual microphone and noise cancelling DSP solution
- SW can be configured to various use cases and PoC services
- Dirt and moisture tolerant (IP55)
- Drop-proof
- Micro USB compatible charging

**Klein Triumph PTT Earpiece for Rugby Pro**  
MSRP $71.95

**Product Features**
- Professional Armature style speaker produces high volume and call clarity, making it ideal for high noise areas
- Ruggedized in-line PTT button, noise-reduction microphone, and heavy duty cabling combine to provide the highest quality and most durable PTT earpiece available for the Samsung Rugby Pro phones
- Earpiece works with both PTT and standard phone calls

**AdvanceTec The AdvanceRSM Single Bay Charger**  
MSRP $140.00

**Product Features**
- 360 degree rotatable clip to affix it to the lapel straps or jackets
- Push-to-talk over cellular functionality
- Large, easy-to-access PTT button
- Micro USB compatible charging
- 3.5mm audio socket for wired ear piece for privacy communications
- Multicolor LED battery indicator
- Supports home/office desktop (AC) or in-vehicle use (DC)

**AdvanceTec AdvanceRSM 4 Bay Charger**  
MSRP $350.00

**Product Features**
- Charges up to 4 RSMs at one time
- Multicolor LED battery indicator
- Supports home/office desktop (AC) or in-vehicle use (DC)
Android Compatible

AdvanceTec The AdvanceRSM for Kyocera Duraforce  
**Product Features**  
- Push-to-talk over cellular functionality  
- Large, easy-to-access PTT button  
- Micro USB compatible charging  
- 3.5mm audio socket for wired ear piece for privacy communications  
- Multicolor LED battery indicator  
- Supports home/office desktop (AC) or in-vehicle use (DC)

AdvanceTec Wired Remote Speaker Mic (RSM) for Sonim  
**Product Features**  
- Designed for use with the Push-to-Talk (PTT) providing amplified audio in transmission and reception through the remote speaker/microphone  
- It includes an independent control module with an internal rechargeable Lithium Ion battery which powers the RSM without any drain on the handset battery.

Klein FuelPad 6 Bay Valor RSM Battery Charger  
**Product Features**  
- Multi-Battery Rapid-Rate Charger for Valor RSM batteries, for Sonim, iOS, and Android  
- Radio & Battery Charger Desktop Organizer Station  
- Charges multiple batteries at the same time  
- Only charges Klein Valor RSM batteries

Klein Valor Wired Remote Speaker Microphone (RSM) for Android  
**Product Features**  
- Built-in amplifier for ultra-high audio output  
- 1100mAh built-in rechargeable Lithium Ion battery  
- Front facing and side-bar PTT buttons  
- Top and bottom listen only audio ports with camlock design  
- Rubber overmolded housing for superior grip and protection  
- Heavy duty metal clothing clip swivels

Pryme Bluetooth Remote Speaker Microphone (RSM) with ePTT for Android  
**Product Features**  
- Dust/weather/rain resistant to IP56 levels  
- Noise canceling microphone element  
- Typical operation range: 10 meters  
- Talk time: 40+ hours. Standby 30 days  
- Built-in 3.5mm earphone jack (use any 3.5mm earphone or our LOOKOUT, RECON, or SCOUT models)
Android Compatible

Savox Promate Remote Speaker Microphone (RSM) for Android
MSRP $149.95

Product Features
- Superior audio quality
- Micro USB charger
- Full duplex call capability
- Push-to-talk functionality
- Large buttons for use with gloved hands
- 3.5mm headset/earpiece connector
- Durable (IP55)

Savox Promate RSM-30 Wired Remote Speaker Microphone (RSM)
MSRP $139.95

Product Features
- Superior audio quality
- Micro USB charger
- Full duplex call capability
- Push-to-talk functionality
- Large buttons for use with gloved hands
- 3.5mm headset/earpiece connector
- Durable (IP55)

BlueWi Nighthawk PTT Wireless Microphone for Rugby Pro
MSRP $130.99

Product Features
- Wireless Body microphone with PTT button compatible with Samsung Rugby Pro
- Multi-function button for easy pairing, accept / hang up call
- 3.5mm jack for use with attachable microphone
- Built-in microphone with windscreen with auto microphone switching
- Easy-to-use PTT button

Pryme Flat Cable Earbud RSM Accessory
MSRP $15.00

Product Features
- 3.5mm plug
- Lightweight & comfortable design for use in either ear
- Optimized cable length at 24 inches
- Tangle resistant

Pryme Flat Cable Earbud RSM Accessory
MSRP $19.00

Product Features
- 3.5mm plug
- Lightweight & comfortable design for use in either ear
- Optimized cable length at 15 inches
**AdvanceTec Samsung Pro AdvanceCommunicator™ Desktop Console**

**Product Features**
- Custom designed Hands-Free Vehicle Car Kit provides a safer and convenient use of the Samsung Pro phone with AT&T in both Cellular and Enhanced Push-to-Talk (EPTT) modes while driving.
- The Vehicle Kit consists of a junction box/brain box, a 10 Watt External Speaker, Remote EPTT button, Noise Canceling Visor Microphone as well as all the necessary required cabling.

MSRP $288.00

**AdvanceTec Samsung Pro AdvanceCommunicator™ Desktop Console for Kyocera DuraForce**

**Product Features**
- Converts the Samsung Pro Enhanced Push-to-Talk (PTT) phone into a convenient stand-alone Desktop base station handset.
- A built-in rapid charger ensures that the docked phone is ready for use when removed from the docking cradle.
- Phone communications can be recorded onto an external recording device or computer via the 3.5mm socket on the back of the unit.

MSRP $399.00

**AdvanceTec AdvanceCommunicator™ Desktop Console**

**Product Features**
- Convenient Desktop operation.
- Cellular or Push-To-Talk (PTT) mode.
- Talk hands-free or use handset for private conversations.
- Rapid Charger.
- PTT button on back of handset and on base unit.
- Recording facility for both cellular and PTT calls.

MSRP $399.00

**AdvanceTec AdvanceWirelessCharger™ (Single Bay) for Kyocera DuraForce**

**Product Features**
- Easy to use, just drop in.
- No cable necessary.
- Rapid Charging.
- Can be used in the office or vehicle.
- Complete self-contained 5W wireless charger system.

MSRP $99.00

**AdvanceTec AdvanceWirelessCharger™ (Four Bay) for Kyocera DuraForce**

**Product Features**
- Easy to use, just drop in.
- No cable necessary.
- Rapid Charging.
- Can be used in the office or vehicle.
- Independent charging pockets.
- Complete self-contained 5W wireless charger system.

MSRP $350.00
**AdvanceTec Hands-Free Car Kit for Kyocera DuraForce**

Product Features
- Provides both cellular and Push-To-Talk (PTT) calls while driving
- Increases driver safety while charging the phone
- Keeps the phone secure in a cradle
- Loud and Clear audio via 10 Watt external speaker
- Wireless Charging
- Noise cancelling visor microphone
- Brain box

**AdvanceTec Hands-Free Car Kit with Locking Cradle for Kyocera DuraForce**

Product Features
- Provides both cellular and Push-To-Talk (PTT) calls while driving
- Increases driver safety while charging the phone
- Keeps the phone secure in a cradle
- Locking Cradle prevents unauthorized removal of device
- Loud and Clear audio via 10 Watt external speaker
- Wireless Charging
- Noise cancelling visor microphone
- Brain box

**AdvanceTec Wireless Charging Cradle with Lock for Kyocera DuraForce**

Product Features
- Protection and safety while operating your phone
- Convenient wireless charging
- Allows access to phone screen while charging
- Power from 12VOC - 24VOC
- Includes junction/brain box controller
- Secure locking cradle mechanism
- Optional non-locking cradle available

**GPS Lockbox OpenFaced Samsung Rugby Pro Lockbox Kit**

Product Features
- Includes a commercial grade holder which has an integrated locking system, so the telephone can be permanently installed into a vehicle
- The locking system is designed to allow the user to slide the Smartphone in and out of the holder
- The kit includes a GPS open faced Lockbox, a 2.1 Milliamp wiring harness, a USB charging connector, a 6 inch mounting post, and an installation kit
- The kit ensures the user is compliant with FMSC 35-11 the federal distracted driving law
**Klein FuelPad 6 Bay Valor RSM Battery Charger**

**Product Features**
- Multi-Battery Rapid-Rate Charger for Valor RSM batteries, for Sonim, iOS, and Android
- Radio & Battery Charger Desktop Organizer Station
- Charges multiple batteries at the same time.
- Only charges Klein Valor RSM batteries.

**Klein FuelPad-12 Multi-Bay Charging Station**

**Product Features**
- Charge up to 12 of the same or different models of cellular phones, all on this single, easy to use charging station.
- Weighs less than 4 pounds!
- Use your current charger for your phone, and plug it into the built-in power-strips on the underside of the FuelPad-12 Charger. Run the tip of your charging cable up through the available slots on the top of the Fuelpad-12, plug them into your cellular phones, and set each phone in its station.
- Any model phone, any type of included charger. The 3 charger strips underneath the FuelPad-12 are connected to a single, industrial grade power cable, which allows you to use only one single wall plug, for all 12 cellular phones!

**Klein Triumph PTT Earpiece for iOS**

**Product Features**
- Professional Armature style speaker produces high volume and call clarity, making it ideal for high noise areas.
- Ruggedized in-line PTT button, noise-reduction microphone, and heavy duty cabling combine to provide the highest quality and most durable PTT earpiece available for the Samsung Rugby Pro phones.
- Earpiece works with both PTT and standard phone calls.

**Milicom Y 2-in1 Single Ear, Remote 2-button & Side PTT Headset for iOS**

**Product Features**
- Remote 2-Button Control for Answer/End and PTT
- Advanced Design Switches to In Ear Mic when needed
- Additional Milicom Belt Housing PTT for Flexible Use
- Innovative PTT Platform for Familiar User Interface on Mobile Phones
- Superior Noise Isolation ensures clear sound and protects hearing
- Y Design accommodates all uniform configurations
- Foam and Silicon Ear Tip styles for best performance in all settings
- Includes variety of ear tip sizes to ensure best fit
iOS Compatible

Milicom Y PTT Headset for iOS – Single Ear, Remote & Side PTT  
MSRP $124.99

Product Features

- Patented In-Ear Microphone Captures speech patterns in the ear canal to deliver clear sound
- Patented SPEAR Speech Capture System
- Whisper Capability, even in noise!
- Patented in-ear mic deliver superior voice quality and whisper capability in all weather and noise conditions, including variant noise level situations i.e. wind and manufacturing floor
- Superior Noise Isolation ensures clear sound and protects hearing
- Y Design accommodates all uniform configurations
- Foam and Silicon Ear Tip styles for best performance in all settings
- Includes variety of ear tip sizes to ensure best fit

Klein Valor Wired Remote Speaker Microphone (RSM) for iOS  
MSRP $134.95

Product Features

- Built-in amplifier for ultra-high audio output
- 1100mAh built-in rechargeable Lithium Ion battery
- Front facing and side-bar PTT buttons
- Top and bottom listen only audio ports with cam-lock design
- Rubber over-molded housing for superior grip and protection
- Heavy duty metal clothing clip swivels

Klein FuelPad 6 Bay Valor RSM Battery Charger  
MSRP $139.95

Product Features

- Multi-Battery Rapid-Rate Charger for Valor RSM batteries, for Sonim, iOS, and Android
- Radio & Battery Charger Desktop Organizer Station
- Charges multiple batteries at the same time.
- Only charges Klein Valor RSM batteries.
Klein FuelPad-12 Multi-Bay Charging Station

Product Features
- Charge up to 12 of the same or different models of cellular phones, all on this single, easy to use charging station
- Weighs less than 4 pounds
- Use your current charger for your phone, and plug it into the built-in power-strips on the underside of the FuelPad-12 Charger. Run the tip of your charging cable up through the available slots on the top of the Fuelpad-12, plug them into your cellular phones, and set each phone in its station.
- Any model phone, any type of included charger. The 3 charger strips underneath the FuelPad-12 are connected to a single, industrial grade power cable, which allows you to use only one single wall plug, for all 12 cellular phones

Milicom Single Ear & Side PTT Headset for Rugby 4

Product Features
- Lightweight Commercial PTT Headset
- Single Ear, Side PTT
- Compatible with Samsung Rugby 4

Milicom Y Single Ear, Remote & Side PTT Headset for Rugby 4

Product Features
- Patented In-Ear Microphone Captures speech patterns in the ear canal to deliver clear sound
- Patented SPEAR Speech Capture System
- Whisper Capability, even in noise
- Patented in-ear mic deliver superior voice quality and whisper capability in all weather and noise conditions, including variant noise level situations i.e. wind and manufacturing floor
- Superior Noise Isolation ensures clear sound and protects hearing
- Y Design accommodates all uniform configurations
- Foam and Silicon Ear Tip styles for best performance in all settings
- Includes variety of ear tip sizes to ensure best fit

Milicom Y 2-in1 Single Ear, Remote 2-button & Side PTT Headset for Rugby 4

Product Features
- Remote 2-Button Control for Answer/End and PTT
- Advanced Design Switches to In Ear Mic when needed
- Additional Milicom Belt Housing PTT for Flexible Use
- Innovative PTT Platform for Familiar User Interface on Mobile Phones
- Superior Noise Isolation ensures clear sound and protects hearing
- Y Design accommodates all uniform configurations
- Foam and Silicon Ear Tip styles for best performance in all settings
- Includes variety of ear tip sizes to ensure best fit
BlueWi Nighthawk PTT Wireless Microphone for Rugby 4

MSRP $130.99

Product Features

• Wireless Body microphone with PTT button compatible with Samsung Rugby Pro
• Multi-function button for easy pairing, accept / hang up call
• 3.5mm jack for use with attachable microphone
• Built-in microphone with windscreen with auto microphone switching
• Easy-to-use PTT button
Plantronics Blackwire C510 Series USB Headset

**Product Features**
- All day use
- Smart sensor technology
- Wearing style options
- Inline controls
- Professional audio quality
- Portable with case
- Call control across multiple softphones
- Headset control panel allows for customization of settings, including call notification and related options
- UC presence automatically updated when on a call

MSRP $90.00

Plantronics Blackwire C520 Series USB Headset

**Product Features**
- All day use
- Smart sensor technology
- Wearing style options
- Inline controls
- Professional audio quality
- Portable with case
- Call control across multiple softphones
- Headset control panel allows for customization of settings, including call notification and related options
- UC presence automatically updated when on a call

MSRP $100.00

Plantronics Blackwire C710 Series USB Headset

**Product Features**
- Dual connectivity
- Smart sensor technology
- Wearing style options
- Go mobile
- Professional audio quality
- Indicator lights
- Music/Multi-media
- Durable carrying case
- Call control across multiple softphones
- Battery meter conveniently displays headset battery life remaining in PC icon tray
- Headset control panel allows for customization of settings, including call notification and related options
- UC presence automatically updated when on a call; not only on PC calls, but also when on mobile calls (Microsoft Lync and Skype only)

MSRP $130.00
Integrated Dispatch

Plantronics Blackwire C720 Series USB Headset

**Product Features**
- Dual connectivity
- Smart sensor technology
- Indicator lights
- Durable carrying case
- Call control across multiple softphones
- Battery meter conveniently displays headset battery life remaining in PC icon tray
- Headset control panel allows for customization of settings, including call notification and related options
- UC presence automatically updated when on a call; not only on PC calls, but also when on mobile calls (Microsoft Lync and Skype only)

MSRP $150.00

Plantronics EncorePro HW510 Headset

**Product Features**
- Flexible unibody boom
- Aircraft-grade aluminum joints
- Laser-welded construction
- Visual and tactile positioning guides
- Noise-canceling microphone
- Adjustable fit

MSRP $106.00

Plantronics EncorePro HW520 Headset

**Product Features**
- Flexible unibody boom
- Aircraft-grade aluminum joints
- Laser-welded construction
- Visual and tactile positioning guides
- Noise-canceling microphone
- Adjustable fit
- Customizable wearing style

MSRP $126.00

Plantronics EncorePro HW540 Headset

**Product Features**
- Flexible unibody boom
- Aircraft-grade aluminum joints
- Laser-welded construction
- Visual and tactile positioning guides
- Noise-canceling microphone
- Adjustable fit

MSRP $120.00
Plantronics EncorePro HW710 Headset

Product Features

- Conveniently situated microphone arm stays clear of wearer’s peripheral vision
- Premium nylon composite materials provide an ultra light weight design
- Soft and comfortable leatherette ear pads
- Quick Disconnect feature provides walkaway convenience and compatibility with all Plantronics USB and desk phone audio processors and with direct connect cables
- Unique, extendable boom ensures precise positioning, enables optimal noise cancelation, and means customers hear every word
- Wideband audio delivers richer, clearer conversations, and reduces listening fatigue
- SoundGuard technology protects hearing against sounds above 118 dBA
- Designed for the rigors of call-intensive environments, minimizing operational disruptions and costly downtime
- Reinforced, lightweight headband provides strength and durability

MSRP $142.00

Plantronics EncorePro HW720 Headset

Product Features

- Conveniently situated microphone arm stays clear of wearer’s peripheral vision
- Premium nylon composite materials provide an ultra light weight design
- Soft and comfortable leatherette ear pads
- Quick Disconnect feature provides walkaway convenience and compatibility with all Plantronics USB and desk phone audio processors and with direct connect cables
- Unique, extendable boom ensures precise positioning, enables optimal noise cancelation, and means customers hear every word
- Wideband audio delivers richer, clearer conversations, and reduces listening fatigue
- SoundGuard technology protects hearing against sounds above 118 dBA
- Designed for the rigors of call-intensive environments, minimizing operational disruptions and costly downtime
- Reinforced, lightweight headband provides strength and durability

MSRP $166.00

Plantronics DA-70 Adapter for Analog Headsets

Product Features

- Advanced audio processing
- Noise at Work and G616/AAL support
- Enhanced noise-cancelling and echo management
- Anti-startle
- QD style: 4 pin
- Required for some Analog Integrated Dispatch headsets

MSRP $60.00
Plantronics USB Table Mic

MSRP $475.00

Product Features
- Plantronics USB Table Mic for use with Integrated Dispatch.
- Requires PC Speakers
- Flexible steel boom is fully adjustable
- USB connected for Plug-n-Play
- PTT Button on top will allow user to answer/initiate call without sitting down
- One-year limited warranty

Plantronics USB Footswitch

MSRP $200.00

Product Features
- The SSP 2646-01 is a heavy-duty, metal foot switch with a 10-ft straight cable with a USB Type A connector, which allows use of a foot-switch in USB-PTT applications
- Drive safely while still staying in contact